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A simple Excel spreadsheet 
makes it easy to enter the 
required data from the Giving 
Data file and produce a visual 
Giving Profile. This paper 
offers practical guidance 
on entering the raw data to 
create a Giving Profile and 
some guidance on using the 
charts. i 

A Giving Profile offers a snapshot of the giving patterns of planned giving 
in a local congregation. For more on the value of a Giving Profile and an 
Excel Giving Profile template see the Giving Profile Tab under Financial 
Analysis in the Stewardship Tasks section of Giving in Grace. 

Creating your Giving Profile
This paper is the second step of a simple two-step process for gathering 
your planned giving data in a manner that preserves confidentiality 
and facilitates the creation of a Giving Profile and, where desired, the 
complimentary Age Giving Profile. For Step One, Creating a Giving Data 
file, click to the Giving Profile tab under Financial Analysis.

Requirements
For the automatic calculations in the Giving Profile spreadsheet to 
function correctly, an Excel version that is 2007 or newer must be used. 
The calculations should just happen but if you have problems set the 
‘Calculation Options’ to ‘Automatic’. The help provided with Excel contains 
instructions on how to do this. 

Creating your Giving Profile
You will need to have to hand the anonymised giving data found in the 
Excel file Giving Data which was previously prepared in Step One, as 
above. 

1. Download the Excel file Giving Profile Template from the Giving Profile 
tab and save it to hard disk. Open the file; it has eight worksheets but 
don’t worry! 

2. Start with the Yellow Data Entry Sheet worksheet. Enter the relevant 
year number, or text to identify the twelve month period being used, 
into the green cell (C4).

3. Now go to your Giving_Data file prepared in Step One. You are going 
to copy all the data from the blue coloured cells. Column A (Annual 
Total) is the data which creates your Giving Profile so this is essential. 
Column B (Gift Aid?) and Column C (Giving Method) are both optional 
columns. You will still generate a Giving Profile without them but the 
Profile will not be as rich. Your options if data is missing are set out in 
the section below, Viewing your Giving Profile. 

4. The data in the yellow Column D (Age Band) should not be pasted. 
This data is used for creating a separate but complimentary Age 
Giving Profile. 

5. Now click in Cell A9, the first of the light blue cells and paste the 
giving data. All the copied data will be entered.

6. Save the document as Giving Profile. Job done.

Viewing your Giving Profile
The Giving Profile for your church depends on what data you entered and 
also the profile you decide you want to use. So let’s look at your options 
which are found in the worksheets across the bottom of the screen. Before 
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we start, three comments: 
• The bottom chart on each worksheet is called 

Given v Givers and this line chart is explained in 
the section below called The 80-20 rule.

• Think about how you will use this Giving Profile. 
The data a small finance group sees to best 
understand the giving dynamics may well 
be different from what you present, say to a 
church council, and the options below should be 
considered.

• Small churches, please note that the charts in 
Options (1) through (4) below will work for small 
number of planned givers and you can use them 
to reflect on your giving dynamics but the vertical 
axis of the charts is clunky. This is corrected in 
Option (5); please see below, Small churches and 
the giving profile. 

(1) TEPG & OPG  
by Method 
(blue tab)

 If you have 
entered full 
data into the 
Data Entry 
worksheet then 
this worksheet 
present the 
richest Giving 
Profile. The top 
two charts show 
different Giving Profiles for tax efficient planned 
giving (TEPG) and other planned giving (OPG), 
that is, giving on which Gift Aid is not claimed. 
This is helpful because the level and range of 
giving tends to be significantly different between 
TEPG and OPG giving. Additionally the bars in 
both of the top two charts are ‘stacked bars’ which 
further distinguish between Envelope and ‘Bank’ 
methods of giving in each of the giving bands.

(2) TEPG & OPG Analysis (blue tab)
 The Giving profile on this worksheet distinguishes 

TEPG and OPG giving just as in Option (1) but not 
methods of giving. Use this profile if you did not 
include method of giving data in Column C, if you 
have only one method of planned giving (e.g. only 
envelopes) or if you want to review a more simple 
Giving Profile. 

(3) Total Planned Giving by Method (maroon tab)
 If you entered data into Column C (Method of 

Giving) but did not include data in Column B (Gift 
Aid?) this worksheet is for you because it does not 

separate out TEPG and OPG giving. You will see 
just two charts. The top bar chart is your Giving 
Profile for all planned givers and the bars are 
stacked, as in Option 1, to distinguish envelopes 
and bank giving. Because the ability to Gift Aid is 
linked to income levels you may prefer to exclude 
this data and simply look at methods of giving 
within the overall Giving Profile.

(4) Total Planned Giving Analysis (maroon tab)
 Use the Profile on this worksheet if you did not 

enter data into Column B (Gift Aid?) or Column 
C (Method of Giving) or if you wish to generate 
a very simple Giving Profile. The single bar chart 
profiles all planned givers without distinguishing 
TEPG and OPG nor method of Giving. 

Small churches and the Giving Profile
The final Giving Profile, Option (5) below, is a 
variant of Option (4) offered with small churches 
in mind. With few planned givers you may feel that 
confidentiality is compromised by sub-dividing a small 
number of planned givers by tax or method of giving. 

(5) Total Planned Giving Analysis – Small churches
 This worksheet (green tab) profiles all planned 

givers together, without distinction between TEPG 
and OPG or method of Giving. The top chart is re-
calibrated for a small church with few givers. The 
charts in Options (1) through (4) will duplicate 
numbers on the vertical axis, even though the 
data is correct. That is the only difference. 

If numbers of planned givers are very small one 
option is to create a shared profile with other 
churches, for example all the churches in a rural 
parish or churches within a Team Ministry. In some 
instances you may simply feel that a Giving Profile is 
not appropriate given such small numbers of planned 
givers.

Do the analysis ranges work for  
your church?
The charts and tables are generated using the default 
per person weekly giving ranges, e.g. £1 – £2.49. 
These default ranges are easily modified as follows: 

1. Click to the Analysis Ranges worksheet. Each table 
and chart uses 9 ranges; the first range on each 
table will always start with zero.

2. Within the yellow highlighted cells (Column C – 
Band Range), enter the size of each individual 
range. As each value is entered, the displayed 
range in columns E and F change automatically.
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a. The set of yellow highlighted cells (rows 
14–21) provides the ranges for both the TEPG 
& OPG worksheet charts and the Total Planned 
Giving worksheet charts.

b. The set of blue highlighted cells (rows 28–35) 
provides the ranges for the Other Planned 
Giving (OPG) worksheet charts.

Ideally, each range should contain at least two givers. 
However, if this is not possible, then consideration 
should be given to setting range values that maintain 
the anonymity of givers. 

The average and median gift
For each planned giving chart the average planned 
giving is calculated and displayed alongside the 
median giving amount which removes the skew on 
giving averages caused by a few big givers. For more 
on skew and the median, see the document Lifting the 
Bonnet at the Giving Profile tab.

The 80–20 rule
The final chart on each giving profile page is called 
Total Given vs Number of Givers. It shows the 
proportion of money given by a proportion of the 
planned givers. The chart shows the highest-giving 
givers at the left of the chart first and the lowest 
towards the end, on the right. A blue line marks the 
top 10% of givers and the green line the top 20%. 

(fig.1)

In fig.1 the green line crosses the red curve just 
before the 60% given point. In this church, the top 
20% of planned givers contribute roughly 60% of all 
the planned giving received. The blue line indicates 
that the top 10% of givers contribute around 40% of 
planned giving received. The greater the proportion 
given by these top 10% and top 20% of givers, the 
more reliance the church has on these few givers in 
order to deliver its mission. 

Additional information
Click to the Working Tables worksheet for some 
additional information which will be of interest to 
some reviewers. The tables on this worksheet are 
used to generate the Giving Profile charts; they are 
protected and cannot be changed. But they do contain 
some information that is not included in the Giving 
Profile. The tables indicate both the total £ given and 
the % of total planned giving for each age band.

Conclusion 
The Giving Profile offers additional insights into the 
giving of the church which complements the data 
in the finance dashboard and enriches the ‘holy 
conversations’ around congregational stewardship. 
When you know which Giving Profile option(s) to 
choose simply print the sheet out in colour for clarity. 

Notes and Resources
i For clarity please note: the guidance and financial analysis tools

referenced in this paper differ in detail (but not core purpose) 
from a simpler Giving Profile and accompanying guidance which 
forms part of the case statement preparation in the Programme 
strand of Giving in Grace. 
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